
Working with insurance is a fact of life for every dental front office.
Sometimes it feels like insurance is the biggest headache in any typical day 
in dental. At Front Office Rocks, we have learned what works best to 
ensure your office receives insurance payments as quickly and accurately 
as possible. Here is our Top 10 list of tips for dealing with insurance.

Get a full break down of benefits for all new patients or anytime patients change insurance.  Be 
sure to also check electronically for all recare patients to make sure they still have active insurance. 
Ask patients about coverage changes at recare visits or any time there might be a concern. 

1 Check Eligibility Every Time 

Know what questions to ask when calling insurance, and make sure the software gets updated 
correctly. Ask about things like waiting periods, missing tooth clause, downgrades, etc.

2 Ask Insurance Company the Right Questions

Only allow trained employees to enter employers and insurance into the practice management 
software to ensure it is done accurately. If the insurance is not entered correctly, then estimates 
will be wrong for all treatment plans or dentistry marked complete going forward.  

3 Only Trained Employees Enter Insurance 

Require that new patients sign a copy of your payment policy as well as all treatment plans. 
Clearly communicate with patients about what amount of the payment they are responsible for 
if the insurance does not cover the estimated amount. 

4 Get Payment Policy Signed by Patient

Make sure what was completed was coded correctly and with the right provider before you 
submit the claim. Mistakes in this information can delay payment. 

5 Code Correctly with the Right Provider

You may have to deal with insurance, but you do not work for them. You are here for your 
doctors and your patients. Understand that patients will not be happy when the insurance does 
not pay what is expected. It is ok to empathize with them. Let them know you understand that 
it isn’t ideal but ultimately, if they have a problem with their insurance, they need to discuss that 
problem with their employer. Your goal is to help them maximize their insurance if you can, 
but at the end of the day, you are there to help them keep their teeth for life. You are their 
healthcare provider. 

10 Remember

Initiate contact with insurance companies within 30 days for unpaid claims. Keep excellent notes 
about conversations, including the name of person you spoke with at the insurance company, 
issue identified, date of conversation and what you did to handle the issue.  For example, if the 
insurance company requested radiographs, then document it and send what they need in order 
to get the claim paid. 

7 Contact Insurance within 30 Days

Continue to regularly follow up on outstanding claims until they are paid. If necessary, bring in 
the doctor or patient to help get the claim paid. Sometimes the doctor is able to provide a better 
narrative or more photographs, or a patient might be able to find out more information than you 
can because they are the customer of the insurance company.

8 Follow Up on Outstanding Claims

Once a claim is paid, update the practice management software accurately and completely, 
making sure to write off anything required, update fees allowed, or anything that might be 
incorrect in the software.

9 Update Software

Submit claims within 24 hours of the procedure being completed and report the full fee, not the 
allowed fee, if the office is in network.  Bill what procedures you actually do, regardless of what 
the insurance company says.  It is insurance fraud to bill for anything except the actual procedure.
Send the narrative and necessary radiographs to have the highest probability of getting paid in 
a timely manner. 

6 Submit Claims within 24 Hours 
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Though insurance is a big part of what patients ask about, remember it is 
our job is to look out for the best interest of our patients, regardless of 
what insurance pays. We have to focus on the patient relationships first 
and the insurance second. That’s what being insurance savvy is all about.

*We advocate outsourcing insurance, if possible, to learn more about outsourcing, please reach out to us.


